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whose work rests within both the creative and 
the commercial. Responding to the often-missing 
representation of craft practioners from artistic 
spaces, Wong + Megirian, through their styling and 
lens celebrate a group of artists and makers whose 
work resists definition. They are makers who seek 
to balance traditional artisanal forms of making with 
respect for the natural resources of place. 

A beacon during the time of gallery closures and 
performance cancellations, Semaphore,  
“a newsletter about art from Western Australia”, 
connected us to a community of writers and artists, 
sharing their opinions, reviews, commentary and 
creative responses7.  A collaborative project by 
writers and curators Kelly Fliedner and Melissa 
McGrath, Semaphore is interested in writing that 
creates conversation. It asks of its contributors and 
audiences, “…what can writing be, and what can it 
offer visual art?”8. For their contribution to Fair Isle, 
Kelly and Melissa propose a new question which 
asks how Semaphore can continue to operate in a 
sustainable way. Turning to their communities for 
guidance, they ask how they can create a framework 
which engages with art critically and creatively, 
whilst also sustaining a model of care, transparent 
governance and economic viability. 

Fair Isle offers a small space for reflection on our 
experiences of the past year, and the artists here 
mirror familiar patterns and questions to us. 

 After all, didn’t we all create small rituals 
 of doing and making as ways to reflect, 
 prepare and bring balance to disruption? 

 Didn’t we turn to our teachers and 
 communities for guidance, protection 
 and strength?

 As individuals and communities, we 
 asked what it would look like to live in 
 more sustainable ways, and how we  
 can better care for a place that gives  
 us so much.

The artists in Fair Isle in their ways of making, 
resisting and teaching, in their search for creative 
and economic balance, and in their building of 
communities, offer pathways to these questions.  
They call us to pay attention, to take time, to gather. 
Theirs is a collective responsibility to resist, restore 
and care for place.

Katherine Wilkinson, Curator

things, and to create order amongst uncertainty. 
Little by little, day by day. This careful thought is 
present in Mei’s works, like the wood ox, they are 
patient, grounded, reflective and nurturing3.

Angelina Karadada Boona’s cultural, social and 
environmental responsibility to place can be seen in 
her practice as an artist from renowned lineage, and 
also in her role as a lead arts worker and educator 
at Kira Kiro Arts, an art centre in Kalumburu in the 
Kimberley region of Western Australia. Her works for 
Fair Isle all use collected materials, including bark, 
ochre and naturally foraged glue; practices which 
she has been central in reviving and teaching to 
new generations within her community. The sacred 
spiritual being of the Wunambal Wandjina appears 
in her works, a being who is “deeply connected to 
water in all forms”4. Painting the Wandjina is not only 
a form of respect, but a way to visit and awaken this 
being5.  Represented in this imagery by Angelina is 
the understanding that with responsibility to place 
comes protection.

 “Today we still have the monsoon rain  
 and floods still come up, but we will 
 never get flooded out, because we  
 believe he is still watching over us.  
 I've painted the emerging Wandjina 
 coming out of the clouds, like we see  
 at the end of the storm”6 

In a time of catastrophic environmental change, 
Angelina uses her own practice as a method for 
passing on knowledge: to create space for collective 
learning on the balance between the natural order of 
Country and living cultural practices.

The use of natural forms such as water, fire and 
from the land are seen in the materiality of artworks 
across Fair Isle. Joanne Hayward’s installation 
asks us to consider water as a carrier and witness 
to human memory and history. Her work mimics 
natural water cycles of movement, evaporation and 
continuation, inviting audience members to contribute 
their memories to a growing communal repository, a 
watery archive of shared experiences. Joanne’s work 
reminds us that in times of crisis water offers a space 
to gather and restore.

Bo Wong and Rose Megirian, through their 
collaborative project Wong + Megirian, bring together 
a community of West Australian stonemasons, 
ceramicists, woodturners and glass blowers, 

1 Stingers is the colloquial phrase used by South Beach 
  swimmers to refer to jellyfish and sea lice blooms.
2 Conversation with Emma Buswell, September 2020.

3 Conversation with Mei Swan Lim, June 2020
4 Quote taken from essay, Angelina Karadada Boona by Emilia Galatis, 2020 
5 As above 
6 As above  
7 Quote taken from the Semaphore website, December 2020, https://semaphoreart.net/about 
8 As above  

I greet the day with a practice of ocean swimming alongside 
a dear friend in a sheltered part of Wayalup (Fremantle), with 
a view of the port and the beginnings of the Derbarl Yerrigan 
(Swan River). What began as a causal activity became an 
unmissable daily ritual of conversation and movement, 
beginning during the first wave of COVID-19. 

Scottish Island of the same name. This naming is 
also suggestive of the context for artists creating 
in Western Australia over the last year. The very 
isolation which has often been viewed as this 
State’s disadvantage has been reframed as desired  
and necessary: a sanctuary within a global 
pandemic, a fair Isle. 

This is a familiar narrative, renewed in a 
contemporary context, which continues and 
reinforces the reframing and suppression of the 
last two hundred years of history, a narrative of 
place which disregards the ongoing colonial 
violence and oppression of First Nation peoples, 
their culture and lands. Intertwined within Fair Isle 
are disruptions and resistance to these dominant 
discourses, a meeting of women whose work looks 
for alternatives.

Emma’s practice continues the maternal hand 
craft and knitting techniques passed down from 
her grandmother and mother; a gesture to both 
inter-generational connections and a new wave 
of contemporary knitting communities made 
visible online, whose works, in their content and 
wearability, create objects of social and political 
commentary. Emma has said, “I imagine the world 
in stitches”, and her wearable pieces crafted in the 
tradition of fair isle, call attention to our systems 
of government, economies and culture, woven 
together with personal observations on the tensions 
and “strangeness” of Western Australia over the 
past 12 months2.

Mei Swan Lim’s practice, as both a sound and 
visual artist, centres on the environmental, 
emotional and spiritual importance of place. During 
the height of social-distancing and restrictions Mei 
began an Instagram account under the handle 
of @wood.ox.weave, gathering a slow and steady 
diary of her weaving practice, created in the free 
moments when her son was asleep. For Mei, 
weaving became a form of therapy, a process  
of unconscious making, allowing her to sit with 

Echoed by the corellas who loudly welcome 
the sunrise, our daily conversations are imbued 
with the changes to this place, tracing the 
tides, seasons, moon cycles and early-morning 
communities who walk the sands. Woven together 
with these observations, in the repetitive motion of 
breath and stroke, is time to process our anxieties 
about a world in crisis. The ocean has become for 
us a place of reflection and restoration, a space  
to process: to think through doing. 

According to seasoned South Beach swimmers, 
this was the first year that tangles of stingers have 
made their presence felt throughout the seasons  
of Makuru and Djilba (June – September). Theories 
abound, exchanged along the water edge.1   
The most frequently recounted is that the variety 
and abundance of jellyfish are a direct result of 
over-fishing of our oceans. As the international 
community grappled with a pandemic of its own 
creation, here in our hard-border sanctuary our 
bodies were witness to the lack of care afforded  
to our world. 

It is a sense of attention and care for place that 
I see in the practices of Fair Isle artists Emma 
Buswell, Mei Swan Lim, Angelina Karadada Boona, 
Joanne Hayward, Wong + Megirian (Bo Wong and 
Rose Megirian), and the project Sempahore (led 
by Melissa McGrath and Kelly Fliedner). Reflecting 
on a year which re-focussed our attention on 
creativity at home, Fair Isle honours the quiet 
activism of these artists, whose practices sit within 
and between contemporary art, craft, design, and 
community making. Within the DADAA Gallery this 
exhibition asks how artists can use their practices 
for adaptation, to build spaces of exploration 
and care for place, and to create continuity and 
community amidst disruption.

The exhibition title gestures to Emma Buswell’s 
use of the widely known knitting technique fair 
isle, which holds a history connected to domestic 
pursuits and women’s labour, originating from a 


